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Look Here—
It's Almost
EASTER

Our suggestions for observing the day in true holiday fashion:

Greeting cards
Easter candies
Spring perfumes
Newest nail polish shades to
enhance your Easter outfit.

Campus Drug Co.
2430 Lincoln Way Phone 1195

SAVE 25%
Fur Storage Special
Our 10 Point Plan
1—Storage in air conditioned vaults.
2—Insurance, $150 value, all risks.
3—Cleaning fur by approved furriers' method.
4—Glazing fur.
5—Cleaning lining.
6—New loops.
7—New buttons.
8—New Tie.
9—Pick up by bonded messenger or express.
10—Delivery by bonded messenger or express.

ALL FOR
$5.95

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished on Remodeling and Repairs
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
MILLER WOHL
312 Seventh Street, Des Moines Phone 3-8767

Herbs Inspire Variety

Flavor and convenience bring exotic herbs back into menus of today, explains Margaret Ralston

The problem of planning wartime meals that are varied and interesting has revived the popularity of herb flavors.

Herbs have usually been connected with witches' brews or closely guarded secrets of European courts, but in the last few years herb gardens and the use of herbs have been coming back into style. However, there has remained that touch of mystery, that air of exclusiveness about them. Homemakers have hesitated to use them because of their unfamiliarity, and, therefore, their potentials have not been realized. Now when food purchases are limited, the homemaker can meet the challenge to keep meals interesting.

Herb gardens do not require much care and occupy very little space. One gardener has grown a variety of herbs bordered by the spokes and rim of a yellow-painted wheel.

An herb garden need not be large since herbs are used sparingly in cooking. The leaves of one thyme plant when dried and rubbed into a powder will make a 2-years' supply for the average family. If the seeds are to be used in seasoning, a few more plants will be needed, but the herb corner still will be small.

One of the most popular herbs is the chive, a dainty little plant with purple, clover-like flowers. The tops, delicately onion-flavored, are chopped finely and used in salads, omelets, meat mixtures and similar dishes. Chive butter improves hot rolls or rye bread, and the chopped green adds variety to cottage cheese or stuffed baked potatoes.

Sweet basil is a natural with tomatoes. Sweet marjoram is another of the more popular spices accenting...
soups, salads, stews and meat balls. Fennel and savory add interest to stews, soups and meat dishes.

Parsley, an old favorite, adds variety to many dishes. Parsley, chives, sweet basil and sweet majoram can be transplanted to kitchen pots at the end of the season and used fresh all winter.

Melissa balm has a delicate lemon-like flavor that is pleasing in soups or stews, and tangy in summer drinks. Borage is another sweet herb which adds flavor to lemonade and fruit punch. The various varieties of mint, of course, are indispensable in summer entertainment.

Herbs can be used to great advantage in vegetables as well as in meat dishes. Chopped marjoram in butter over spinach is new and thyme is excellent with carrots. Peas with mint or savory and beets with dill and vinegar give a lift to dull meals.

Sage, when used subtly, is an excellent flavoring for pork, goose, sausages, veal and cheese. Ranking together in popularity and usefulness are spearmint and peppermint. Spearmint is excellent for flavoring cold drinks and jellies, and peppermint gives candy a good flavor.

Dill, one of the most common of the herbs, has long been used for making pickles. If caraway is not wanted for its savory seeds, the flowering stems can be effectively used for striking flower arrangements.

The aromatic fragrance and flavor of herbs is due to a volatile oil which is released in the foods with which the herbs are combined. The effective use of herbs requires a lively imagination and willingness to experiment on the part of the homemaker. However, the resulting sparkle in otherwise ordinary meals will repay the homemaker who adventures with herbs.

**Make It “Sensible 17”**

**Spend Your Ration Coupon For Quality Style and Fit**

**What could be smarter? It’s a FashionETTE**

**WIDTHS—AAAA—A. Tan—Blue**

**EMERHOFF’S**

219 Main Phone 27-J

---

**KEEPING AMERICA STRONG WILL ALWAYS BE A FULL TIME JOB!**

No man can predict with any degree of accuracy just what young ’43 has in store for us. But homemakers can! Not only for ’43 but for ’44, ’49 or any year. They know they have a job to do—not only during times like these but all the time. Their job is keeping America strong, fit as a fiddle—and ready! Now we are limited to essentials, so the job is a little tougher. But a year of experience, study and research has given us a new understanding of food. Now we have less frills—more nutrition, less waste—more economy, more wholesome foods, more old-fashioned foods.

The foods that fed the men that built this nation are the foods that are feeding the men and women that are SAVING OUR NATION!

For nutrition, wholesomeness, flavor, you can safely predict that Jack Sprat Foods will help keep America strong.

**JACK SPRAT FINE FOODS**
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